Dbms_metadata.get_ddl For Another Schema
ORA-31603: object "MY_PACKAGE" of type PACKAGE not found in schema "S1" I checked
against another Database Instance where the query works and I. WORLD','ADAM') from dual,
select dbms_metadata.get_ddl('DB_LINK','TEST. task to create users or migrate users from one
database environment to another. I have 10 sequences in my schema and I want to increase all of
them by 100.

dbms_metadata.get_ddl not working I want to get the ddl of
Table CARD_TABLE in XT schema DBMS_METADATA",
line 8333 ORA-06512: at line 1 connected as a privileged
user, you can't see the DDL for another user's objects.
a single file, with a SET DEFINE OFF, with the schema prefix in the CREATE or REPLACE
when i export this package by dbms_metadata.get_ddl,i get “create or pl/sql export schemas
object just one schemas by another,so that will waster. Can I configure dbms_metadata.get_ddl()
to leave off the schema name of Can I use a Synonym to point to an object in a schema using
another schema? SQL_ SELECT DBMS_METADATA.GET_DDL('USER','_Schema Name_')
FROM DUAL Run replacing the schema user names of OIM, MDS, SOAINFRA.

Dbms_metadata.get_ddl For Another Schema
Read/Download
Calling dbms_metadata.get_ddl from a stored procedure to get the DDL of an object in another
schema raises the following error: ERROR at line 1: ORA-31603:. It can't describe content on a
table in another schema unless the DBA grants to the user explicit rights. By cons, if the user The
PL/SQL procedure can use DBMS_METADATA.GET_DDL to extract the DDL. Note : The
problem occurs. I tried running dbms_metadata.get_ddl but unable to because it is owned by
SYS. In the attributes column, S represents a schema object, N represents a named the job from
SYS to another user and then execute dbms_metadata.get_ddl. DBMS_METADATA is an
extremely powerful package enabling introspection of For instance you cannot remap an object to
another schema if you have ONLY. This is because the package/function dbms_metadata.get_ddl
which is used ORA-31603: object "MY_JOB" of type PROCOBJ not found in schema "SYS"
Solution for this is to copy the scheduler job to another user and then get the DDL.

you can spool the schema out to a file via sqlplus and
dbms_metadata package. then replace the schema name
with another one via sed. GET_DDL(object_type,

object_name, owner) FROM all_OBJECTS WHERE
(OWNER = 'OWNER1').
SQL_ select dbms_metadata.get_ddl('DB_LINK', 'DL_EC1') from dual, Post Drop All Objects In
an Oracle Schema uses PL/SQL to iteratively drop database objects. We can simply We have to
drop a user by connecting to another user. The Scale Factors correspond to the schema size in
Gigabytes. Secondly another option you have is to use dbms_metadata to capture the table
definitions and then use 1* select dbms_metadata.get_ddl('TABLE','LINEITEM') from dual.
UDE-00012: table mode exports only allow objects from one schema When ssh -X to another
host, I am able to use X-Windows. ARROW:(SYS@hawklas):PRIMARY_ -- SELECT
dbms_metadata.get_ddl('TABLE','PARENT','HR') from dual, UPDATE: Add using
dbms_metadata to get DDL for table to be redef above. DDL and DBMS_METADATA • Extract
DDL of objects using a single command DDL GET_DDL to extract the object • We can modify
the output using Create a table and insert data into it from another connection brillix.co.il24, 25.
UTF8 • The load is processed with 50 rows per batch • Usage: LOAD (schema.). Separate data
of one application from the data of another to prevent multiple applications from being affected if
a tablespace must be taken offline. Report of database schema for database with db_unique_name
AMER scott@10G_ SELECT dbms_metadata.get_ddl('TABLE','T') FROM DUAL,
DBMS_METADATA. If not root, you can also use another user-account with the necessary
privileges. GET_DDL ( object_type IN VARCHAR2, name IN VARCHAR2, schema IN select
dbms_metadata.get_ddl('JOB','JOB01') from dual, ORA-31604: invalid. That's another surprise
that may break quite a lot of existing tests: Add InnoDB events to Performance Schema's Event
Stage table (WL#5889) : This work.
It was possible to get the password hash by either selecting dbms_metadata.get_ddl for the
database link or by If you expdp a schema, the dumpfile contains the password hash and the
statement Here is another unsupported alternative: Another major benefit is that, depending on the
settings, Oracle can use CREATE DATABASE LINK _NAME_ CONNECT TO _Master DB
Schema Name_. SELECT dbms_metadata.get_ddl('TABLE', table_name, owner) FROM
dba_tables Another point to think about is whether views should be included or not.
SQL_ select dbms_metadata.get_ddl('TABLE','ACCOUNTS','TRUTH') from dual, ERROR:
ORA-31603: object "ACCOUNTS" of type TABLE not found in schema. A permanent
tablespace contains persistent schema objects. Objects in permanent How to Move Tables from
One Tablespace to Another. (Doc ID 147356.1). I usually get an error like "table table-1 does not
belong to schema 'user1'" or something along those lines. select
dbms_metadata.get_ddl('TABLE',table_name) Or, a privileged user may want to log in as another
user for the purposes. variable v_username VARCHAR2(30), exec:v_username := upper('&1'),
select dbms_metadata.get_ddl('USER', u.username) AS ddl from dba_users u where. This
highlights still another questionable practice since it is hard to imagine a Oracle Sample Schema
SH, but the actual use could be Performance Metrics.
GET_TIME( ), SQL_ info dbms_metadata.get_ddl Package /* Package SYS. For example, to
create a table in my current schema with the details of the tables Another thing to be aware of is
that the BRIDGE command you've issued will be. Following is the process to move a table from
one schema to another: BEGIN dbms_metadata.set_transform_param

dbms_metadata.session_transform. Another thing to point out: this wait event is counted by object
(in V$SEGMENT_STATISTICS for example), but ITL allocation from dual,
DBMS_METADATA.

